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Preface

This document provides a brief analysis of the University of Pennsylvania’s steam usage in
its campus buildings. The thermodynamic material properties employed in these calculations
were computed by XSteam, a small MATLAB tool that implements the IAPWS IF97 standard
formulation. Example heat exchanger information used in the last section was taken from
Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer by Incropera and DeWitt. Exergy calculations were
made against a ground state of 293K and 101.325kPa.

Expansion and Condensate Analysis

The University of Pennsylvania receives purchases high pressure saturated vapor steam (1)
from the local utilities. This steam is expanded to 15 psig at the entrance to each building (2).
Assuming no pumping hardware is used, this process is isentropic in the best case (s2 = s1).
After passing through heat exchangers in each building, the condensate (saturated liquid) is
separated (3) from the flow that continues on to the next building. Though this condensate
contains some exergy, it is simply cooled and dumped into the Philadelphia sewer system.

Figure 1: Steam Flow Through a Building

Expansion Process

The fraction of exergy lost from stage 1 to stage 2 can be calculated as :

γa12 =
a1 − a2

a1

(1)

Since we neglect the many of the components of exergy in this model (ak, ap, ach, anu), the actual
exergy is simply a = h− Ts. Since we assume isentropic expansion from 1 to 2, this simplifies
to :

γa12 =
h1 − h2

h1 − T0s1

(2)

We can define a similar fraction to define the fraction of heat (enthalpy) that is lost.

γh12 =
h1 − h2

h1

(3)

These are plotted below for a range of input steam pressures (100psig ≤ P1 ≤ 200psig).
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Figure 2: Exergy and Energy Losses in Expansion Process

Condensate Loss

All of the condensate extracted at the buildings exits’ is wasted, we can define additional loss
factors. Here, there is no subtraction term in the numerators as the entire energies and exergies
are lost.

γa13 =
h3 − T0s3

h1 − T0s1

(4)

γh13 =
h3

h1

(5)

These are plotted below over the same range of input steam pressures.

Figure 3: Exergy and Energy Losses from Wasted Condensate

Overall Losses

These fractions can be added to determine overall losses for the two processes.

γanet = γa12 + γa13 (6)
γhnet = γh12 + γh13 (7)
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Figure 4: Net Exergy and Energy Losses

These results are summarized in the table below for typical input pressures.

Loss 100 psig 150 psig 200 psig
γa12 0.2936 0.3494 0.3859
γa13 0.0702 0.0661 0.1246
γanet 0.3638 0.4155 0.4493
γh12 0.0864 0.1087 0.1246
γh13 0.1835 0.1826 0.1820
γhnet 0.2699 0.2912 0.3066

Table 1: Loss Fractions for Common Input Pressures

Mixed Water Quenching Analysis

Before the University of Pennsylvania can release the condensate to the Philadelphia sewer
system, it must lower the water temperature to meet Philadelphia Sewer Authority require-
ments to 140F(60C) (perhaps to minimize disruption to the delicate sewer ecology). One way
to cool the condensate is to mix it with cold municipal water. This mixed flow heat exchanger
is depicted below with the H subscripts referencing the hot condensate, C subscripts referenc-
ing the cold municipal water, and the M subscripts referencing the mixed output at 140F.
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Figure 5: Mixed Flow Condensate Cooler

Assuming no interaction (heat or mass leakage) with the environment, the annual munici-
pal water use can be solved given Penn’s typical usage 1.5 million pounds of steam per year.
Since the steam has already been reduced to 15 psig, the input pressure does not affect this
calculation. A standard energy balance on this system gives :

mHhH +mChC = (mH +mC)hM (8)

mC = mH
hM − hH

hC − hM

(9)

Here, mH is the annual steam usage by Penn, hH is the saturated water enthalpy at 15 psig,
hM is the fluid enthalpy at 140F and 1 atm, and hL is solved at 1 atm and the cold water
temperature. The cold water temperature varies throughout the year, and is conveniently
lower during the winter when steam usage increases. The annual cold water usage is plotted
below against average cold water temperatures. Generally, the cooling water weight is at least
4
3

of the steam weight.

Figure 6: Required Annual Cooling Water

Air Cooling of Waste Condensate

An alternate scheme for cooling the waste condensate uses an air-water heat exchanger. Incr-
opera and DeWitt suggest an overall heat transfer coefficient (U ) of 25-50 W

m2K for a cross flow
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air-water heat exchanger. This system is shown in the schematic below.

Figure 7: Cross Flow Air-Water Cooling System

Here, THi is the condensate input temperature (Tsat), and THo is the exit temperature of
140F. The input air temperature, TCi varies throughout the year even more than the water
temperature above (10F - 90F). If we evenly spread the steam usage throughout the year, the
condensate flow rate will be 0.0475 pounds per second. For safety, we will design against
a peak flow of 5 times this value, 0.2375 pounds per second. Additionally, we will assume
the mass flow rate of the air is 5 times that of the condensate. Assuming the system is well
insulated, the air output temperature can be solved with an energy balance.

ṁwhHi + ṁahCi = ṁwhHo + ṁahCo (10)

For constant specific heats, this simplifies to :

TCo = TCi +
ṁwCpw

ṁaCpa

(THi − THo) (11)

Now we are able to solve for ∆Tlm, the effective temperature difference that linearizes the heat
exchanger energy transfer equation.

∆Tlm = f
(THo − TCi)− (THi − TCo)

ln
[

THo−TCi

THi−TCo

] (12)

f is a scaling factor that depends on geometry and relative flow rates. We will assume is is
0.95 (a typical value) for these calculations.

Finally we are able to set up and solve the heat exchanger equation to find the required
area :

ṁw (hHi − hHo) = UA∆Tlm (13)

This is plotted below over a range of U and TCi. This suggests a reasonable heat exchanger
area of 10-30 square meters.
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Figure 8: Required Heat Exchanger Area

Conclusions

This analysis shows that Penn loses a great deal of exergy in expanding high pressure steam
at the inlets to its campus buildings (> 30%). One would be foolish to simply follow the
energy analysis which suggests that only 10% of the flow energy is lost in this process. If
the Philadelphia utilities employed an exergy based pricing scheme for high pressure steam,
money could be saved by purchasing lower pressure steam (which has a relatively smaller
loss in expansion). Since this is not the case, the University could employ turbines to generate
power during the expansion process. While the enthalpy loss from the waste condensate is
large, the fluid actually carries very little exergy (< 10%) of the input exergy. A system to
harness some of this exergy would be costly, and provide little additional power.

If municipal water is used to cool this condensate, a great amount of clean water would
be lost (> 2 million pounds per year) – an expensive and environmentally deleterious propo-
sition. Perhaps this mixing could be done with ”gray” water from the University since the
condensate is dumped into the sewer anyway, but this would require a complicated plumb-
ing system. An air-water heat exchanger seems like a reasonable alternative with only 15 m2

of heat transfer area. However, it may prove inadequate during spikes of steam usage (on
particularly cold days for example). Perhaps a hybrid system could be used that switches on
the mixed water heat exchanger during high demand periods, but this would require addi-
tional machinery and maintenance. All of these solutions seem reasonable, and the optimal
choice depends on many variables including the cost of fresh water, the cost of union labor
(for installation and maintenance), and the cost of heat exchanger equipment.
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